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ABSTRACT
Globally, biometric system is becoming increasingly more popular in many authentication applications due to its performance and the
basic premise that every person can be identiﬁed by his or her intrinsic physiological or behavioral traits. The technology is largely used for
identiﬁcation, access control and in surveillance system applications. In many biometric systems, the choice and sources of evidence used
are strongly dependent on the application scenario and the design decisions. Meanwhile, studies have revealed that a biometric system
that uses a single biometric source or trait for authentication has this tendency to face with problems related to noise in sensed data,
non-universality, susceptibility to spoof attacks and large intra-class variations. Therefore, it is believed that some of the shortcomings of
uni-biometric systems can be overcome and much higher accuracy achieved by integrating the evidences from multiple biometric sources
or traits for establishing identity. Researchers at diﬀerent levels have proposed and combined the outputs of two or more classiﬁers in
the domain. Yet, the issue of eﬃcient information fusion of these evidences remains an obvious concept that attract research attention.
Hence, this work investigated and presents diﬀerent classiﬁer fusion techniques and design level scenarios that are viable for reliable
biometric recognition system. Based on the research investigation, Dempster Shafer’s rule of combination and fusion at the match-score
level were considered the preferred information fusion technique and design scheme respectively due to their pragmatic and performance
physiognomies.
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INTRODUCTION
Biometric can be described as a technology that uses
the biological characteristics of a person to identify him
or her. The term biometrics is derived from the Greek
words’ bio meaning life and metric meaning to measure [1]. Biometric
identifiers are often categorized as physiological and behavioral
characteristics [2]. The physiological characteristics are related to the
shape or the structural pattern of the body. Examples include, but
not limited to fingerprint, palm veins, face recognition, DNA, palm
print, hand geometry, iris recognition, retina and odour/scent, while
behavioral characteristics are related to the behavioral pattern of a
person, example include, but not limited to typing rhythm, gait,
and voice [3].
The technology globally has emerged as a reliable and highly secure
identification and personal verification solutions in our environment
today because of its performance, uniqueness and consistency
over time [4]. Notable application areas include: access control,
authentication, forensic investigation and so on. In many biometric
systems, the choice and sources of evidence to be used are strongly
dependent on the application scenario and the design decisions. By

application strategy, when a single trait is used in any application it is
referred to as uni-biometric system, while combination of two or more
sources or traits in an application is referred to as multiple biometrics
[5]. Combination of multiple modalities in biometric becomes a good
strategy to improve its performance and reliability as it is considered
to be intrinsically robust against noisy data and spoof attacks [6].
However, the issue of efficient information integration/fusion of
these evidences obtained from multiple traits or sources remains an
obvious concept that attract research attention. Hence, this research
work investigated and presents different classifier fusion schemes and
design scenarios viable for reliable biometric recognition system.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Biometric processing modes
Generally, biometric system involves two basic biometric
processing modes namely, the enrolment and verification modes. The
two basic modes involve sub stages for its processes as depicted in
figure1.
During enrolment process, biometric information from an
individual is captured and stored in the biometric repository. In
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Figure 1: Generic biometric processing modes and stages.
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subsequent uses, biometric information is retrieved and compared
with the information stored at the time of enrolment to validate
or confirm whether the individual is the person claim to be during
verification. According to [7] five modules are involved in each
mode, the first is the sensor module which involves the capturing
of biometric data from an individual using an appropriate device,
the second is the feature extraction responsible for the processing
and extraction of salient features from the data acquired. The third
module is the biometric repository that house the reference models
called (template) for all the users in the model database. The template
for each user is labelled with its confidence score for confirmation
during the verification process. The fourth is the matching module,
this module compares a claimed identity with the reference models
stored in the database to generate match scores. The fifth is the
decision module which uses the match scores generated in the match
module to validate a claimed identity and determine whether to reject
or accept the claim.
Information fusion schemes in multiple-biometric
Systems Sources and fusion scenario in multiple biometric
systems can be classified into one of the following six categories:
Multiple sensors, multiple representations, multiple samples, multiple
instances, multiple traits and hybrid [4]. The fusion of evidences from
these sources generally can take place at four major levels, namely:
The sensor level, feature level, score level and decision level. These
levels are broadly categorized into: Pre-classification scheme or
fusion before matching and post-classification scheme or fusion after
matching [5,8] (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Shows the broad classiﬁcation of fusion levels.

The fusion levels classiﬁcation are classiﬁed below
Fusion prior to matching (Pre-classification): Fusion levels in
this category consolidate evidences before matching. They are:
•

•

The sensor level fusion: In this level, biometric data are
consolidated at sensor level and new biometric data generated
out of this merger. The data may be sampled from a single
sensor or multiple compatible sensors. This level of fusion is
also known as data level fusion or image level fusion. Fusion
at this level may not be possible if the data instances and
resolution are incompatible. For example: Fusion of Infrared
(IR) and visible face Images for face recognition.
Feature level fusion: In feature level fusion, feature sets
originating from multiple information sources are integrated
into a new feature set. Feature set from this level contains
richer information about the input biometric data than any
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other levels. However, integration at this level is difficult to
achieve in practice because concatenating two features at this
level may lead to dimensionality problem thereby required
specific fusion algorithm to form a composite feature set.
Fusion after matching (Post- classification): The fusion scheme
integrates evidences after matching. The following fusion levels
belongs to this category:
Match-score level fusion: In this level of fusion, match scores
generated by multiple classifiers pertaining to different modalities
indicating degree of similarity (differences) between the input and
enrolled templates are consolidated to reach the final decision.
Integration of information at the matching score level is preferred in
many applications as it offers the best tradeoff between information
content and the ease in fusion.
Rank level fusion: In rank level fusion, each biometric subsystem assigns a rank to each enrolled identity and the ranks from the
subsystems are combined to obtain a new rank for each identity. Ties
are broken randomly in this level to arrive at a strict ranking order
and the final decision is made based on the combined ranks leading
to computational complexity.
Decision level fusion: Decision level fusion is performed using
the decisions output by the biometric matching components. Final
Boolean result from every biometric subsystem is combined to
obtain final recognition decision. In multi-modal biometric systems,
final decision is made by obtaining individual decision of different
processed biometric characteristics. The final results of multiple
classifiers are combined via techniques such as majority voting. This
level fusion is also called abstract level fusion as it uses decision from
individually processed biometric modality. Fusion at this level is
assumed to have loosed its rich contents before final decision is taken.
Hence, it may not yield good result.
Hybrid level fusion: Hybrid category consists of fusion levels
in which more than one fusion level are included. This can occur
when different levels of fusion take place in different levels of system.
For example, an arrangement in which two Speaker recognition
algorithms are combined with three face recognition algorithms at
the match and rank levels. Thus, the system having multi-algorithmic
as well as multiple modalities in its design. From the investigation,
integration at the feature level should have be more effective and
provide better recognition results than other levels of fusion because
the feature set contains richer information about the input biometric
data than any other levels. However, integration at this level is
difficult to achieve in practice because concatenating two features at
this level may result in a feature vector with very large dimensionality
leading to dimensionality problem. Very few researchers used fusion
at feature level due to its complexity in mapping the compatibility of
computation of different biometric character and larger dimensions
in fused features. Consequently, integration of information at the
matching score level is preferred as it offers the best tradeoff between
information content and the ease in fusion [9,10].
Biometric information fusion methodologies
Since multiple biometric systems are designed to use more than
one source or trait of biometric characteristics, fusion methodology
that will effectively and efficiently consolidates these evidences cannot
be over emphasized. In this section, four different information fusion
techniques based on their pragmatic characteristics, robustness and
reliability were comparatively presented.
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Linear summation rule
Linear summation rule also known as the simple summation
rule is the most common combination scheme for combining score
values from multiple systems. The scores from different systems is
however required to be standardized. The standardization is learned
from development dataset by estimating distributions score values
from each system. The scores are then translated and scaled to have
zero mean and unit variance [12,13,14]. The simple sum rule adds
the scores of each classifier to calculate the fused score. This can be
expressed in the equation stated below:
(1)
Where Si is the score from the ith classifier, assuming N classifiers.
Logistic regression

MLP is a popular machine learning solution, finding applications
in diverse fields such as speech recognition, but image recognition,
and machine translation software, usually faced with strong
competition. For instance, the perceptron can only learn simple
problems. Meanwhile, it can place a hyperplane in pattern space and
move the plane until the error is reduced. But, unfortunately this is
only useful if the problem is linearly separable. This complexity has
weakened this technique.
Dempster’s shafer rule of combination

Another linear combination technique is the Logistic Regression.
The generally adopted method of this technique is the ordinary least
squares (OLS) because of its tradition and ease of computation [15].
Practically, the technique usually assigns weights ωi to each classifier’s
score considered in an experiment. For instance, the weight ωi
given to the i-th classifier correspond to the means difference of the
distributions for client and impostor scores for i-th classifier. The
system normally performs better when the distributions relative to
the clients and impostors are more separated and when their variance
is smaller. The combination of such two classifiers, S’j for the test j,
can be defined as a weighted sum rule as presented in equation 2:
j=2
S’j = ∑ωιS’j ….……………………… (2)
i=1
Meanwhile, OLS estimation of regression weights in multiple
regression are affected by the occurrence of outliers, non-normality,
multicollinearity, and missing data. Additionally, the methods are
difficult to interpret.
Multi layer perceptron
Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a supervised learning algorithm
capable to learn non-linear models. It is a class of feedforward
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that utilizes a supervised learning
technique called backpropagation for training. They composed of an
input layer, an output layer that makes a decision about the input,
and in between those two, an arbitrary number of hidden layers
that are the true computational engine of the MLP [11,16]. MLP
is different from logistic regression, in that between the input and
the output layer, there can be one or more non-linear layers, called
hidden layers. Figure 3 shows example of MLP with scalar output.
The perceptron rule is proven to converge on a solution from a finite
number of iterations. In this case, MLP can be used to fuse the scores
from two sources. The scores from these sources are considered as
input features for the MLP classifier which are trained with client
and impostor score samples on the development set. The hidden
and output layers (the computational layers) are used with a double
sigmoid as activation function as represented in equation 3.
1
  s t 
1  exp  2 

  r 
r = r1 , if s < t
s' 

r = r2 , otherwise

Figure 3: Examples of multi-layer perceptron.

Another technique which is widely studied in classical
classifier fusion but less applied in biometrics is the Dempster’s
rule of combination from the original conception of DempsterShafer Theory (DST) [17]. Dempster-shafer Rule of combination
as proposed in Dempster Shafer Theory (DST) is a mathematical
theory of evidence that provides a useful computational scheme for
combining information from multiple sources [18]. It is a powerful
tool for combining accumulative evidences and can update its priors
regularly with the presence of new evidences in the database [6]. The
evidence theory has been successfully applied in artificial intelligence
systems, data fusion and pattern recognition [19].
The traditional interpretation of Dempster’s rule is that it fuses
separate argument beliefs from independent sources into a single
belief [20]. It is an associative and commutative operation that
maps a pair of belief functions defined both on the same space say
Ω into a new belief function on Ω’. For instance, let bel1 and bel2
be two belief functions on Ω, with m1 and m2 as their related Basic
Belief Assignments (bba’s). The combination (called the joint m1,2)
is calculated from the aggregation of two bba’s m1 and m2 [21]. If A
and B are used here for computing new belief function for the focal
element C. Then their bel1 and bel2 can then be defined through its
related bba m1 and m2 as follows:

 m1  A Xm2   B, C  з
m1, 2   C  A B=C
1 -K

The same result in equation (4) above can be conveniently
represented with the commonality function as stated in equation (5):
∑m1( )A Xm2( )B
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(5)

A B =θ
In all the four techniques presented, Dempster Shafer’s rule of
combination is considered pragmatic enough particularly in high
security applications. The evidence theory has been successfully
applied in artificial intelligence systems, data fusion and pattern
recognition systems, practically in [11,18,22] with good upshoot. See
table 1.
Table1: Shows the summary of the fusion techniques considered and their
performance physiognomies.
S/N

Equation (3)

(4)

Fusion Techniques

Eﬃciency

Robustness

1

Linear Summation

Yes

No

2

Logistic Regression

Yes

No

3

Multilayer Perceptron

Yes

No

4

Dempster’s Shafer Rule
of Combination

Yes

Yes
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CONCLUSION
The quest for a viable fusion scheme to combine the evidences
obtained from multiple sources and traits (Multiple Biometric)
motivated this research work. The work investigated different
classifier fusion schemes and design scenarios that are viable for
reliable biometric recognition system. Based on the investigation
on performance characteristics and application scenario, Dempster
Shafer’s rule of combination and fusion at the match-score level were
considered the preferred information fusion technique and design
scheme respectively.
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